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Dear Reader,
Capricorn season is kicked off by the Winter Solstice, followed by the holiday season.
Whether you celebrate Christmas, Hannukah, Kwanzaa, or Festivus for the rest of us,
the season starts in celebration.

However, in recent reflections and referring to the Solstice, winter is a time of rest
and hibernation. So I find it ironic that Capricorn, known for its driven, ambitious
earthbound nature starts with parties and *hopefully* sleep. Beginning January 1st
in Capricorn energy is powerful. It is impactful and purposeful. But perhaps
Capricorn's hardworking persona needs to shift perspective for the last portion of
December. Celebrating your wins throughout the year, no matter how small or large,
personal or professional, everything is intertwined in your life's journey. 

Reviewing your view on work and how you operate, Capricorn supports reflection in
December to assess what works and what doesn't in an efficient nature. January
allows you to start fresh with your assessment in hand. How do you want to move
next year and into the next zodiac season? What has each season taught you so far?
Capricorn's wisdom from Saturn (aka the grandpa planet) will support you as you
wrap the (calendar) year in celebration and gratitude.

Love,
Emma
Editor-in-Chief
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"I USE"
Capricorn is the utilitarian of the zodiac, as it carries Saturn's
grandpa energy, being highly practical. If something isn't
particularly useful or doesn't work consistently, it's not worth
it. The cardinal earth sign, Cap energy, can be slow moving,
similar to Taurus, plodding along. It is because, along with
Saturn, the slowest moving planet, it is also meant to be our
greatest teacher. The practicality of Capricorn is intended to
provide a sense of realism and effort towards pursuing goals. 

Saturn is the teacher, and we are the perpetual students. So
though Cap energy provides an intense focus and insane work
ethic, it is also a reminder to be humble along your journey as
lessons transpire often. By finding what makes you useful, you
will appreciate Capricorn's intensity, whether you carry Cap in
vital places in your chart or simply need a boost in
productivity. 

Midheaven, 10th House of Career
This motivated Midheaven, Capricorn sees only a positive outcome simply because they
work for it. Workhorses (or sea goats), Cap Midheavens, are driven to succeed, slowly but
surely climbing up the proverbial mountain. This placement's intensity can cause them to
be hyper-focused or fixated on their goals; a gift and a curse. Sometimes neglect in other
areas of life can cause some trivializing situations. If this is your Midheaven, depending on
the rest of your birth chart and really, other places you have Capricorn, be aware of this
obsessive tendency toward success. Don't forget to strike a balance between your work
and other areas of life. You will want those who have been with you along the way to be
there still when you scale the top of the mountain to celebrate. And most importantly,
celebrate your wins along the way. You earn every accolade you acquire. 
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THE SWALLOWED
DAUGHTERS OF
SATURN

Saturn, the Devouring FatherSaturn, the Devouring FatherSaturn, the Devouring Father

In Greek mythology, the world beginsIn Greek mythology, the world beginsIn Greek mythology, the world begins
with the castration of the father by thewith the castration of the father by thewith the castration of the father by the
son. Saturn (Cronos) castrated his father,son. Saturn (Cronos) castrated his father,son. Saturn (Cronos) castrated his father,
Ouranos, and then he became the fatherOuranos, and then he became the fatherOuranos, and then he became the father
who devoured his children with Rhea. Inwho devoured his children with Rhea. Inwho devoured his children with Rhea. In
turn, he is castrated by Zeus, and theturn, he is castrated by Zeus, and theturn, he is castrated by Zeus, and the
cycle repeats itself when Zeus swallowscycle repeats itself when Zeus swallowscycle repeats itself when Zeus swallows
his wife, Metis.his wife, Metis.his wife, Metis.   

Saturn and Rhea had six children:Saturn and Rhea had six children:Saturn and Rhea had six children:
Hestia, Demeter, Hera, Hades, Poseidon,Hestia, Demeter, Hera, Hades, Poseidon,Hestia, Demeter, Hera, Hades, Poseidon,
and Zeus. And then there’s Aphrodite,and Zeus. And then there’s Aphrodite,and Zeus. And then there’s Aphrodite,
the “other” daughter, born from thethe “other” daughter, born from thethe “other” daughter, born from the
castrated testicles of Saturn.castrated testicles of Saturn.castrated testicles of Saturn.   

BY 
CAROLINA

CHANIS

carolinachanis.com @themuchnessparty
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When the children are released,When the children are released,When the children are released,
Hades, Poseidon, and Zeus divided theHades, Poseidon, and Zeus divided theHades, Poseidon, and Zeus divided the
world, and they become the rulers ofworld, and they become the rulers ofworld, and they become the rulers of
the Underworld, the Seas, and Mountthe Underworld, the Seas, and Mountthe Underworld, the Seas, and Mount
Olympus, respectively. Meanwhile, theOlympus, respectively. Meanwhile, theOlympus, respectively. Meanwhile, the
daughters Hestia, Demeter, and Heradaughters Hestia, Demeter, and Heradaughters Hestia, Demeter, and Hera
are merely thrown onto the soil noware merely thrown onto the soil noware merely thrown onto the soil now
ruled by their brothers. They areruled by their brothers. They areruled by their brothers. They are
destined to exist in a system led by adestined to exist in a system led by adestined to exist in a system led by a
male deity.male deity.male deity.   

Aphrodite is not exempt from livingAphrodite is not exempt from livingAphrodite is not exempt from living
under this patriarchal rule. However,under this patriarchal rule. However,under this patriarchal rule. However,
her origin story means she has aher origin story means she has aher origin story means she has a
valuable lesson for us all who arevaluable lesson for us all who arevaluable lesson for us all who are
socialized as females (more on thissocialized as females (more on thissocialized as females (more on this
later).later).later).   
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Difficulty finding satisfyingDifficulty finding satisfyingDifficulty finding satisfying
relationships and fulfilling workrelationships and fulfilling workrelationships and fulfilling work
Depression and rage stemmingDepression and rage stemmingDepression and rage stemming
from feelings of isolation andfrom feelings of isolation andfrom feelings of isolation and
captivitycaptivitycaptivity
Feeling unable to find her ownFeeling unable to find her ownFeeling unable to find her own
voicevoicevoice
Engages in a wide range of self-Engages in a wide range of self-Engages in a wide range of self-
defeating behaviorsdefeating behaviorsdefeating behaviors
Feeling compartmentalized andFeeling compartmentalized andFeeling compartmentalized and
emotionally disconnectedemotionally disconnectedemotionally disconnected   

Are you a Devoured Daughter?Are you a Devoured Daughter?Are you a Devoured Daughter?   

A devoured daughter may feel oneA devoured daughter may feel oneA devoured daughter may feel one
or all of these:or all of these:or all of these:   

We feel silenced, muzzled, andWe feel silenced, muzzled, andWe feel silenced, muzzled, and
controlled as long as we remaincontrolled as long as we remaincontrolled as long as we remain
inside the Belly of the Father.inside the Belly of the Father.inside the Belly of the Father.   

Like the daughters of Saturn, we areLike the daughters of Saturn, we areLike the daughters of Saturn, we are
born and quickly swallowed by theborn and quickly swallowed by theborn and quickly swallowed by the
father, and it may take us our entirefather, and it may take us our entirefather, and it may take us our entire
lives to break free and carve a newlives to break free and carve a newlives to break free and carve a new
path for ourselves. The father, in thispath for ourselves. The father, in thispath for ourselves. The father, in this
context, refers to our personal fathercontext, refers to our personal fathercontext, refers to our personal father
figures and all patriarchal systemsfigures and all patriarchal systemsfigures and all patriarchal systems
(religion, government, society,(religion, government, society,(religion, government, society,
institutions).institutions).institutions).   

The Goddesses can teach us how toThe Goddesses can teach us how toThe Goddesses can teach us how to
move from what Reis calls themove from what Reis calls themove from what Reis calls the
“battlezone of culture” into the“battlezone of culture” into the“battlezone of culture” into the
“wildzone” of feminine power and“wildzone” of feminine power and“wildzone” of feminine power and
wisdom.wisdom.wisdom.   

From the Battlezone into the WildzoneFrom the Battlezone into the WildzoneFrom the Battlezone into the Wildzone

“Like the mythic daughters of“Like the mythic daughters of“Like the mythic daughters of
Saturn, when a woman hasSaturn, when a woman hasSaturn, when a woman has
awakened out of the Belly of theawakened out of the Belly of theawakened out of the Belly of the
Father, she will find herself in aFather, she will find herself in aFather, she will find herself in a
male-oriented system that hasmale-oriented system that hasmale-oriented system that has
already defined her. At first, shealready defined her. At first, shealready defined her. At first, she
will use that system to react againstwill use that system to react againstwill use that system to react against
in order to define herself. She willin order to define herself. She willin order to define herself. She will
attempt to solve the problems thatattempt to solve the problems thatattempt to solve the problems that
being a woman in the male-being a woman in the male-being a woman in the male-
centered environment presents,centered environment presents,centered environment presents,
and this will give her a measure ofand this will give her a measure ofand this will give her a measure of
control, she will be testing andcontrol, she will be testing andcontrol, she will be testing and
finding her powers. She will engagefinding her powers. She will engagefinding her powers. She will engage
in strategies of rebellion andin strategies of rebellion andin strategies of rebellion and
resistance.”resistance.”resistance.”   

-Patricia Reis, Daughters of Saturn-Patricia Reis, Daughters of Saturn-Patricia Reis, Daughters of Saturn   



Each daughter reacts differently toEach daughter reacts differently toEach daughter reacts differently to
the trauma of being swallowed.the trauma of being swallowed.the trauma of being swallowed.   

Hestia was the eldest daughter, theHestia was the eldest daughter, theHestia was the eldest daughter, the
first to be swallowed and the last tofirst to be swallowed and the last tofirst to be swallowed and the last to
come out. In the battlezone, Hestia iscome out. In the battlezone, Hestia iscome out. In the battlezone, Hestia is
a faceless woman; she has no voice,a faceless woman; she has no voice,a faceless woman; she has no voice,
story, or function other than beingstory, or function other than beingstory, or function other than being
the keeper of the home. She is thethe keeper of the home. She is thethe keeper of the home. She is the
undervalued woman who is taken forundervalued woman who is taken forundervalued woman who is taken for
granted, even though she plays agranted, even though she plays agranted, even though she plays a
vital role in keeping the householdvital role in keeping the householdvital role in keeping the household
warm and protected.warm and protected.warm and protected.   

Demeter, the Mother archetype, wasDemeter, the Mother archetype, wasDemeter, the Mother archetype, was
cut off from her mother while insidecut off from her mother while insidecut off from her mother while inside
Saturn. She developed in anSaturn. She developed in anSaturn. She developed in an
environment without nurturing andenvironment without nurturing andenvironment without nurturing and
love. So much has been writtenlove. So much has been writtenlove. So much has been written
about the mother wound. We areabout the mother wound. We areabout the mother wound. We are
raised by mothers that were raisedraised by mothers that were raisedraised by mothers that were raised
and hurt by the patriarchy, and ourand hurt by the patriarchy, and ourand hurt by the patriarchy, and our
own emotional development isown emotional development isown emotional development is
crippled because of this. It leaves uscrippled because of this. It leaves uscrippled because of this. It leaves us
yearning for love and a sense ofyearning for love and a sense ofyearning for love and a sense of
wholeness.wholeness.wholeness.   

Hera, the Wife archetype, representsHera, the Wife archetype, representsHera, the Wife archetype, represents
the challenge of maintaining yourthe challenge of maintaining yourthe challenge of maintaining your
power and identity while attemptingpower and identity while attemptingpower and identity while attempting
to have a marriage of equals. Most ofto have a marriage of equals. Most ofto have a marriage of equals. Most of
us know about Hera’s wrath andus know about Hera’s wrath andus know about Hera’s wrath and
jealousy because Zeus could not keepjealousy because Zeus could not keepjealousy because Zeus could not keep
it in his pants. What’s interesting toit in his pants. What’s interesting toit in his pants. What’s interesting to
note is that Hera has a problematicnote is that Hera has a problematicnote is that Hera has a problematic
relationship with her creative powerrelationship with her creative powerrelationship with her creative power
because she uses it for revenge.because she uses it for revenge.because she uses it for revenge.   

Aphrodite is the only daughter whoAphrodite is the only daughter whoAphrodite is the only daughter who
was not swallowed, so she developswas not swallowed, so she developswas not swallowed, so she develops
independently. She is theindependently. She is theindependently. She is the
representation of sexual desire inrepresentation of sexual desire inrepresentation of sexual desire in
the battlezone. Her sexuality isthe battlezone. Her sexuality isthe battlezone. Her sexuality is
demeaned and sought after but alsodemeaned and sought after but alsodemeaned and sought after but also
regarded with suspicion.regarded with suspicion.regarded with suspicion.   

It can be a long and painful processIt can be a long and painful processIt can be a long and painful process
to understand the ways theseto understand the ways theseto understand the ways these
Goddesses exist in us and how, asGoddesses exist in us and how, asGoddesses exist in us and how, as
in the myth, they have been forcedin the myth, they have been forcedin the myth, they have been forced
to exist isolated from each other.to exist isolated from each other.to exist isolated from each other.
Our own compartmentalization isOur own compartmentalization isOur own compartmentalization is
the re-enactment of this myth.the re-enactment of this myth.the re-enactment of this myth.   
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However, we can choose to move outHowever, we can choose to move outHowever, we can choose to move out
of the battlezone and learn to live inof the battlezone and learn to live inof the battlezone and learn to live in
the wildzone.the wildzone.the wildzone.   
Here, weHere, weHere, we   
finallyfinallyfinally   
fulfill ourfulfill ourfulfill our   
longing tolonging tolonging to   
be in ourbe in ourbe in our   
bodies, takebodies, takebodies, take   
up space,up space,up space,   
have a spacehave a spacehave a space   
of our own,of our own,of our own,   
and learn howand learn howand learn how   
to connect withto connect withto connect with   
our creativeour creativeour creative   
power.power.power.   

Exploring theExploring theExploring the   
wildzone is anwildzone is anwildzone is an   
act ofact ofact of   
remembrance.remembrance.remembrance.   



The Goddesses as Elemental PowersThe Goddesses as Elemental PowersThe Goddesses as Elemental Powers   

We can still reconnect to the originalWe can still reconnect to the originalWe can still reconnect to the original
meaning of these Goddesses beforemeaning of these Goddesses beforemeaning of these Goddesses before
they were absorbed into the Greekthey were absorbed into the Greekthey were absorbed into the Greek
religion (which is the foundation forreligion (which is the foundation forreligion (which is the foundation for
most of the Western civilization). Eachmost of the Western civilization). Eachmost of the Western civilization). Each
one represents forces of the naturalone represents forces of the naturalone represents forces of the natural
world that we can use for our ownworld that we can use for our ownworld that we can use for our own
healing.healing.healing.   

Hestia is a reminder to keep feedingHestia is a reminder to keep feedingHestia is a reminder to keep feeding
our own fire. Whenever a womanour own fire. Whenever a womanour own fire. Whenever a woman
chooses celibacy to preserve her spacechooses celibacy to preserve her spacechooses celibacy to preserve her space
and dedicate herself to her art, sheand dedicate herself to her art, sheand dedicate herself to her art, she
channels Hestia. We can also workchannels Hestia. We can also workchannels Hestia. We can also work
with fire in rituals and burn away thewith fire in rituals and burn away thewith fire in rituals and burn away the
conditioning and beliefs passed downconditioning and beliefs passed downconditioning and beliefs passed down
to us while we are in the battlezone.to us while we are in the battlezone.to us while we are in the battlezone.   

Demeter (and Persephone) are sistersDemeter (and Persephone) are sistersDemeter (and Persephone) are sisters
of the earth. Every time we let loose inof the earth. Every time we let loose inof the earth. Every time we let loose in
the company of other women, wethe company of other women, wethe company of other women, we
invoke the power of sisterhood. Asinvoke the power of sisterhood. Asinvoke the power of sisterhood. As
daughters, we can strive todaughters, we can strive todaughters, we can strive to
differentiate from our mothersdifferentiate from our mothersdifferentiate from our mothers
without losing our connection to them.without losing our connection to them.without losing our connection to them.   

Hera teaches us about the Moon andHera teaches us about the Moon andHera teaches us about the Moon and
our cyclical nature. Connecting to thisour cyclical nature. Connecting to thisour cyclical nature. Connecting to this
energy is crucial for our creative work;energy is crucial for our creative work;energy is crucial for our creative work;
many cycles of death and rebirth aremany cycles of death and rebirth aremany cycles of death and rebirth are
required before an idea takes form. Asrequired before an idea takes form. Asrequired before an idea takes form. As
the Wife archetype, you might want tothe Wife archetype, you might want tothe Wife archetype, you might want to
perform a self-marriage ceremony andperform a self-marriage ceremony andperform a self-marriage ceremony and
vow love and loyalty to yourself. Thisvow love and loyalty to yourself. Thisvow love and loyalty to yourself. This
can keep you from being absorbedcan keep you from being absorbedcan keep you from being absorbed
again by the father. And to rise aboveagain by the father. And to rise aboveagain by the father. And to rise above
the challenges of living in thethe challenges of living in thethe challenges of living in the
battlezone.battlezone.battlezone.   

Finally, there’s Aphrodite, who wasFinally, there’s Aphrodite, who wasFinally, there’s Aphrodite, who was
born from the sea foam and Saturn’sborn from the sea foam and Saturn’sborn from the sea foam and Saturn’s
severed phallus. She teaches us thatsevered phallus. She teaches us thatsevered phallus. She teaches us that
we don’t need to look elsewhere forwe don’t need to look elsewhere forwe don’t need to look elsewhere for
strength or ideas. Aphrodite came intostrength or ideas. Aphrodite came intostrength or ideas. Aphrodite came into
being on her own; her birth symbolizesbeing on her own; her birth symbolizesbeing on her own; her birth symbolizes
our capacity to be our own fathers. Ourour capacity to be our own fathers. Ourour capacity to be our own fathers. Our
creative power is our own. I find hercreative power is our own. I find hercreative power is our own. I find her
myths the most empowering, as livingmyths the most empowering, as livingmyths the most empowering, as living
in the Battlezone can leave us within the Battlezone can leave us within the Battlezone can leave us with
wounds that we later call impostorwounds that we later call impostorwounds that we later call impostor
syndrome and perfectionism.syndrome and perfectionism.syndrome and perfectionism.   
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Reconnecting toReconnecting toReconnecting to
our sexual energyour sexual energyour sexual energy
and our bodies isand our bodies isand our bodies is
how we can healhow we can healhow we can heal

and transform.and transform.and transform.
Aphrodite is hereAphrodite is hereAphrodite is here

to teach us thatto teach us thatto teach us that
our erotic (andour erotic (andour erotic (and

creative) energy iscreative) energy iscreative) energy is
bound to no one.bound to no one.bound to no one.   



Schedule your breaks and other “human moments”. Because you tend to
focus on work, you will quickly forget to eat or take a bathroom break.
Make sure your work environment excites you. If you enjoy pretty things,
ensure this is reflected in the esthetic of your work environment, don’t
forget to incorporate your loved ones in your work environment so that
you don’t forget about them.
Create a gratitude journal. Write down three things you are grateful for
every day.

Productivity Tips

Productivity
by The

Midheaven

B Y

R E N S K E

E N S I N G

Characteristics
Those with a Capricorn (Earth) Midheaven are generally very hard-working,
career-oriented (workaholics) and are known to prioritize work before play.
This can put a strain on personal relationships. They do well once they find
balance and nurture their personal relationships with the same enthusiasm
as they do their work.

Bindrune for
Capricorn:

These earth runes
represent the

Capricorn
characteristics of

Hardworking,
organized, motivated,

and successful.

Algiz: General
interpretation: Animal,

Facing the Light My
interpretation: Dutiful,

Workhorse.

simple-va.com @simple.vbm

The word "rune" means "to carve or to cut." The origins of runes used as a form of divination date from
approximately 150 CE to 1100 CE in Northern Europe. After 1100 CE, they were replaced by the Latin
writing system with the incoming colonization of Rome.

When we study the runes, we do not only come across linguistic patterns representing practical
information such as accounts of dates and names; we also come across "non-linguistic" inscriptions
which represent magical symbolism and incantations of protections, blessings or curses."
Source: https://www.kornevall.com/post/unearthing-ancient-magic-in-the-runes-mesCapes-with-hidden-
symbols-and-powerful-numbers

There is another layer of personal interpretation of the rune by the person who casts the rune. It is
unveiled through extensive work with the runes over time. Therefore, the runic interpretations are
mentioned here, after working with the runes on the four elements and specific zodiac signs.

The earth element in productivity is all
about basics and structures. When this
element is balanced, you have designs
in place for guidance but can shift
when life throws you a curveball. It
allows you to work effectively and, for
example, not waste time by having to
search where you have stored your
documents. Too much of this element,
however, results in creating new
schedules and procedures over and
over but not using them correctly and
once you have found a program or
process that works, being unable to
deviate from them.

Here are 3 ways to increase (+)
or decrease (-) your earth

element.
 

+ take a walk in nature 
+ meditate; use a grounding

meditation 
+ cook a meal from scratch 
- try a new exercise routine 

- take a Powerwalk in nature 
- take a breathwork class

This bindrune
contains

the following
runes:

Manaz: General
interpretation: Whole,

Balanced. My
interpretation: Reaping
benefits from the work

you put in.

Thurs: General
interpretation: Harness

the bull, centering
energy & order, fear

into trust. My
interpretation: Create

something valuable out
of nothing.
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Embrace Intuition
Let’s start with visualization. Close your eyes. Straighten your spine.
Place your feet flat on the floor. Take a deep breath. Good. Now
another one. Feel the earth beneath your feet (even if that ‘earth’ is
the floor in your office or home). Imagine roots growing from the
sole and ball of your feet. Imagine roots growing from the pads of
your toes. See those roots reaching and winding their way into the
earth. Find strength in this. Feel your body strong like the trunk of
a tree. Become solid, more solid than you’ve ever been before. But
loose, too, flexible in the way branches can still sway in a gentle
breeze. Find the balance between these two things. 

Earth will always ground you. It will always give you a place to rest
your head or feet. It’s abundance, even in the dead of winter. The
force within us makes us practical, focused, logistical, and patient.
Earth is the friend you can always count on to be there. It’s
dependable. But it can also be slow to finish something, start
something new, and take risks. It’s not enough for Earth to get
something done. They must do it well too. 
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The guided meditation above

Take the time to cook for yourself - use grounding foods and lots

of vegetables like potatoes, rice, or oats. Add something light and

fresh like orange or lemon. Be conscious and deliberate with

every act, from preparation to eating to cleaning it up again.

Ask yourself if you’ve overcommitted or have accepted things

that don’t serve you or fuel your soul. See where you can let go

of some of these things. 

Balancing Your Earth
Like all elements, an imbalance can be either having too much or

too little. Too little earth, and you may feel ungrounded, unfocused,

and unable to complete a task. You may feel bogged down, tired or

lethargic when you have too much earth. You may feel like any

action requires more energy than you have. Emotionally, you may

feel irritable, sad, or apathetic. You may even feel jittery or

unsettled. Emotions associated with too little earth include anxiety

and overwhelm. 

To balance your earth, you can try the following:

1.

2.

3.

mydarlingsimplicity.com @kp_hartman
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Earth in Capricorn
Capricorn is the cardinal earth sign. The cardinal signs kick-off and
leads each season. In Capricorn, this shows up as a drive for
momentum to get things done. And things get done in a typically
structured and well, grounded way. But this can be so extreme as to
ignore the influences of the other elements. If it’s not tangible and
material with clear direction and consequence, it doesn’t exist for
the earth in Capricorn. 

http://mydarlingsimplicity.com/
http://www.instagram.com/kp_hartman
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Working with a Capricorn
Everyone wants a Capricorn on their team. They’re structured, and
they come with systems and backup plans. They have the drive and
ambition to get a project done. They’ll put their heads down and get
the work done. But they can still be a team player (mostly). But if
nothing else, they’ll help the team rise with them. 

However, Capricorn has limited tolerance for abstract thinking,
emotional attachments to projects, and impulsive decision-making.
There are benefits to all of these things, and the Capricorn may need
help seeing how they benefit the task or goal at hand. 

Additionally, they tend to be workaholics. And while it may take time
for them to burn out, when they eventually do, it will take much more
time to recover. If you’re the boss (or a Capricorn), ensure that
structures allow for rest and recovery, creative pursuit, and
unstructured play time - because adults need that too, okay? - is going
to be key to your success.

To see where Capricorn and other earth energy shows up for you, it’s
best to look up your birth chart and find out where you are most
affected.

mydarlingsimplicity.com @kp_hartman
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Embrace Intuition
Einstein, of all people, said, “The intuitive mind is a sacred gift, and
the rational mind is a faithful servant. We have created a society that
honors the servant and has forgotten the gift.” For the Capricorn,
embracing intuition and leaning into inherent knowledge may be a
significant challenge. To do so would require the Capricorn to step
into the ethereal or abstract. It will also be a source of great strength
for the Capricorn who can. 

When the Capricorn’s earthy nature can begin to connect with their
intuitive mind, they’ll find strength and renewed ambition in the
newfound capacity to allow themselves to engage in dreaming. And
they’ll already possess the skill set to turn these dreams into realities. 
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There’s little tolerance for heightened emotions - We see you,
Cancers - or the abstract thinking of the Gemini (Air). On Earth,
ambition doesn’t inherently equate to passion. That’s more Taurus
energy. It does, however, provide a sense of patience. That earthy
quality in the Capricorn allows them to build their lives and careers
slowly, consciously, and intentionally. 

That slowness paves the way for the life they seek and something
much more significant. It may take time, but ultimately that slow,
deliberate pace leads them to win the race. In the Tortoise and the
Hare story, the Capricorn is the Tortoise. 

http://mydarlingsimplicity.com/
http://www.instagram.com/kp_hartman


Broken, Ambition 

In Japan, when a porcelain dish breaks,
they repair it with a special glue, dusted with gold.
Once fixed, the dish is more valuable than it was before.

Once fixed, the dish is more valuable than it was before. 
More beautiful. More beautiful?
The owner of the thing can now keep it

on a shelf, with all the other things that were once broken. 
But who, I wonder. Who puts the broken thing back together?
Surely not the person who broke it!

How much does it cost for golden repair?
How long does it take? And why do we need to fix it?
Because someone doesn’t want the broken thing?

Because someone doesn’t want the broken thing.
Someday, someone will come along and see the broken bits—
the grey bits, the sharp bits. They will tell me I don’t need gold or
glue.

You can’t spell, I’m Broken, without I’m ok…
  And I’m ok. Because I’m strong.
And because I’m soft. And because I’m golden.

TASTE OF
ASTROLOGY

BY 
YODA

OLINYK

www.doulaofwords.com @doulaofwords

www.letyodacookforyou.com @yodaskitchen

http://www.doulaofwords.com/
http://www.doulaofwords.com/
http://www.instagram.com/doulaofwords
http://www.letyodacookforyou.com/
http://www.instagram.com/yodaskitchen


Get a large bowl. Combine 1 cup chickpea flour with ¾ cup water. Mix well. 
Add: coriander, cumin, turmeric and 1 tsp salt and pepper. Mix well.
Wash all vegetables. Carefully grate each one and place in a large bowl.
Slice onion as thinly as possible, add to the bowl. Add minced ginger and garlic and combine.
Add the cilantro and the zest of one lime to the bowl and mix. Let sit for at least 10 minutes.
Finally, to fry the pakora – do a test to make sure oil is hot. It should be at 350° but if you don’t
have a thermometer, add a small drop off batter and see if it sizzles. 
Using two spoons, drop a small amount of the batter into the oil. Do not stir… just let it rise to the top
and cook for 3-4 mins. Flip and cook for an additional 1 minute. Once browned on all sides, remove
and place it on paper towels.
While hot, squeeze lime juice over pakora, and extra salt.
Enjoy it while it's hot! These go great with raita or a spicy mayo.

Sweet & Spicy Pakora 
This recipe is a little ambitious, which is perfect for Capricorn season! As an appetizer, this will serve

4 hearty portions. If you’re making this into an entree, serve for 2 with a hearty salad.
Ingredients

·   Oil, for deep frying
·   1 cup fine chickpea flour 

·   2 small onion
·   ¼ cup chopped cilantro 

·   1 tablespoon minced fresh ginger (about 1 thumb sized piece)
·   4 garlic cloves, minced

·   1 medium carrot, peeled (~½ cup when grated)
·   1 medium zucchini (~½ cup when grated)
·   1-2 medium potato (~1 cup when grated)

·   1 lime
·   2 teaspoon ground cumin + 2 tsp ground turmeric

·   1 tsp ground coriander
·   1 teaspoon white or coconut sugar

·   Salt and pepper
·   Chili flakes (optional)

 
Method:
 Get a cookie sheet ready, lined with a paper towel, and a slotted spoon or tongs.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

7.

8.
9.
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Recipe:Recipe:Recipe:   
1 1/2 oz vodka1 1/2 oz vodka1 1/2 oz vodka

3/4 oz coffee liqueur3/4 oz coffee liqueur3/4 oz coffee liqueur
1/4 oz branca menta1/4 oz branca menta1/4 oz branca menta

1 oz brewed coffee1 oz brewed coffee1 oz brewed coffee
1 spoonful of sugar/something1 spoonful of sugar/something1 spoonful of sugar/something

sweetsweetsweet
2 dashes Angostura bitters2 dashes Angostura bitters2 dashes Angostura bitters

coffee beans, melted chocolatecoffee beans, melted chocolatecoffee beans, melted chocolate
and/or mint for garnish.and/or mint for garnish.and/or mint for garnish.

Finally add in a dash of gratitudeFinally add in a dash of gratitudeFinally add in a dash of gratitude
for all your wins this year.for all your wins this year.for all your wins this year.

   
Add ingredients into a shaker withAdd ingredients into a shaker withAdd ingredients into a shaker with

ice.ice.ice.   
Shake, shake, shake and pour into aShake, shake, shake and pour into aShake, shake, shake and pour into a

gimlet glass if you feel fancy.gimlet glass if you feel fancy.gimlet glass if you feel fancy.   
Cheers!Cheers!Cheers!

https://www.amazon.com/Mixology-Astrology-Cosmic-Cocktail-Recipes-ebook/dp/B078M5M49L
http://www.taylorgrantphoto.com/
http://www.egoxless.com/
http://www.instagram.com/egoxless


Capricorn

Energy

Reading

Aries - Page of Cups
Intuition. Ground in signs from nature. The
universe speaks to us. Listen to intuitive
messages and discover the path to bliss. Be
open to anything to get the most from creative
and entrepreneurial aspirations.

Taurus - The Fool Reversed
Timing. When something holds you back, assess
if parking the idea for a moment makes the
most sense. Step back to see the bigger picture.
Root your creative and entrepreneurial goals on
a balanced timeline.

Gemini - 6 of Cups Reversed
Playfulness. Too much responsibility makes
enjoying even fulfilling creative and
entrepreneurial pursuits difficult. Ground
yourself in your present inner child. Release
pent up energy by taking time out to play.

Cancer - 7 of Swords Reversed
Confidence. Doubt around creative and
entrepreneurial goals is fear talking. You cannot
get away with deceiving yourself for long.
Ground in truth. Get out of your head and
connect with your personal power for success.

BY 

MAE 

GREEN 

www.thetuscaroraseer.com

Capricorn’s grounding energy helps us identify how to better root ourselves so we can achieve our creative and
entrepreneurial goals. Use this guide to identify what you can use to draw energy back to yourself.

@tuscaroraseer

http://www.thetuscaroraseer.com/
http://www.instagram.com/tuscaroraseer


Sagittarius - 6 of Swords
Change. Moving towards the unknown while on
your creative and entrepreneurial journey can
be scary. Ground in acceptance of change.
Mental clarity and alignment with your Highest
Good comes from evolving beliefs. 

Capricorn - Justice Reversed
Fairness. Pursuit of creative and
entrepreneurial dreams brings up the deepest
inner critic. Ground in what is morally right.
Accept responsibility for mistakes and align
with your Highest Good.

Aquarius - 4 of Wands 
Joy. Celebrate your creative and
entrepreneurial drive. Ground in happiness.
Milestones come and go but if you do not
recognize a job well done how will you know
when your vision is being realized? 

Pisces - The Hierophant Reversed
Belief. Adopt your own belief system about
creative and entrepreneurial success. Free
yourself from needing external approval.
Ground in your own inner guidance system to
and align with your Highest Good.

Capricorn
Energy
Reading

www.thetuscaroraseer.com

Leo - Page of Swords
Knowledge. New creative and entrepreneurial
efforts are energized through curiosity. Ground
yourself in an open mind. Explore new ways to
express yourself. Communicate ideas to discover
inner talents that will fuel future passion
projects.

Virgo - 2 of Cups Reversed
Trust. Even if you cannot trust others, learn to
trust yourself. Believe you deserve creative and
entrepreneurial success. Ground in self-love.
Share your authentic self. Speaking truth will
align you with a flow of positive energy.

Libra - 9 of Pentacles Reversed
Investment. Take time to build your self-worth.
Cultivate value in all aspects of what you do.
Prioritize loved ones over just embracing creative
and entrepreneurial success. Feeling worthy
requires grounding yourself in your strengths.

Scorpio - King of Wands Reversed
Expectations. Unclear communication surrounds
your creative and entrepreneurial vision. Ground
in carefully thought out expressions and say what
you need from others. Realistic expectations are
empowering.

BY 

MAE 

GREEN 

@tuscaroraseer

http://www.thetuscaroraseer.com/
http://www.instagram.com/tuscaroraseer
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Hello from your
starry-eyed  friends at 
THE WHEEL!

L E T ' S  A D D
A  L I T T L E

W O O  W O O
to your entrepreneurial journey.

Check out the
Astrology Business
Planner + Journal!
Available NOW!

http://www.egoxless.com/thewheel
https://egoxless.gumroad.com/l/wheelbizplanner

